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GREEN
ARTERIES

INTRODUCTION

The Green Arteries

From shifting weather patterns
that threaten food production,
to precisely controlled carbon
emissions that promote a transportation “modality shift” to
electric public transport, walking and cycling, climate change
is impacting people’s lifestyles
as well as how urban systems
work. Today, there is increasing
urgency in addressing material
flows and population mobility
within and beyond our urban
centers. Urban infrastructures,
as systems which facilitate
modes of transportation, energy
supply, waste management and
information dissemination, are
facing enormous challenges and
changes in the context of the
environmental crisis.
This thesis looks at transportation infrastructure of cities,
specifically highways. Because
of the scale, ubiquity, and inability to be hidden, single-function
highway systems are no longer
a viable option in our rapidly
changing urban environments.
As we move toward a future that
de-emphasizes private automobiles and will most certainly have
an increasing demand for more
sustainable and space-saving
electric public transportation,
the question will arise of what
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we do about our existing highways. And as our need for these
highways decreases, how can we
transform them from a problem
to a strategy for urban renewal?
My thesis asks how transportation infrastructure in a shrinking
city such as Detroit, can be redefined as a malleable, generative,
efficient synthetic system that
can develop, manage and distribute urban resources, production,
knowledge and skilled labor.
To achieve this, the highway system can be entwined with other
systems in the city, such as food,
energy, media, education, and
water and waste. In the process,
it will be reinvigorated as an
engine for the city, a center of
productive energy versus mere
connective tissue linking former
factories to outer suburbs, ports
and distant markets.
The thesis uses a “cradle to
cradle” lens, one where all
production is planned for and
used as part of a system of use
and re-use where the concept of
“waste” becomes obsolete and is
reframed as the next level of raw
material needed to continuously
nourish the system.
9
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CORE STATEMENT

My thesis looks at economically depressed cities of today and potential futures for our cities of tomorrow.
It asks “How can the infrastructure of our current urban areas be reproposed and repositioned within the productive operations of the nation to meet the needs and opportunities of the future.”
Specifically it looks at Detroit and asks, “How can the transportation infrastructure and factory landscape of the
20th century capital of American’s automotive industry be reconfigured to be a 21st century “bread bowl” of industrial-scale organic urban agriculture, specialty food production, and energy distribution for all North America.
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PORTRAIT OF ARTERIES
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PORTRAIT
OF
ARTERIES
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PROBLEMS OF HIGHWAYS
-Unsustainable Surface
-Barriers and Separations

POTENTIALS OF GREEN ARTERIES
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Source: USC Archive
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Unsustainable Surface

U.S.. Highway System Source: Federal Highway Adminstration

“Aggregates, asphalt, and cement may be the most ubiquitous and invisible materials of
States.”[1] They formed a huge
scale surface of the transportation system, which supports a
multitude of urban systems and
urban programs. The properties
of these materials guarantee the
most efficient system of transporting and exchanging in an ur-

ban environment. However, these
enormous impervious surfaces
bring the problems of destroying
land, flooding, and air pollution.
Besides, these surfaces only
have a life span of 50 years to
support their original functions.
Whether to spend a lot to demolish these large surfaces in the
future is a big question.

Huge Hard Surface Source: Ellison Austin

[1]Bélanger Pierre. (2017). Landscape as infrastructure: a base primer. Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge.
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FREEDOM
DEMOCRACY
41,000 mile Interregional Highway System

Air Pollution

1956s the U.S. Interstate and Defense Highway
System

50 years life

Impermeable Surface

RUINS?

people, goods
Increasing Needs of Regional Mobility and Communication
1930s Pressure for Constructing highways

Development Truck Transport
Expanded Reach of Electricity
The Explosion of Automobility
1920s Turning Point for Urbanization

Ubiquitous Structure
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Segregated Community Source: Google

Displaced Community Source: nteractive.wbez.org

Barriers and Separations
Nowhere is infrastructure so obviously divisive as with the vast interstate highway system. In many cities, highway systems play the role
of disruptive infrastructures. The built of these huge scale structures
decimated many African American communities. Even worse, there
are no exits in these communities.[1] Poor people cannot get convenient access to get to school and work. The long-distance highways
become huge barriers and separations in the city.
[1]“Roads to Nowhere: How Infrastructure Built on American Inequality.” The Guardian. Guardian News and Media, February 21,
2018. https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/feb/21/roads-nowhere-infrastructure-american-inequality.
18
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Bus Stop
Bus Stop

Bus Stop

Potentials of Green Arteries

Motor Market

The development and rise of highway systems is to serve for increasing material flows and population mobility. They are high-speed channels for transporting energy in urban environment. To some extent,
the city is structured according to the highways. Intensive production
workshops, large service supermarkets, and transportation nodes are
all located beside the highway. The highway systems are large containers for material exchange and an networks connecting important
urban functional nodes.

Bus Stop

Motor Market

Bus Stop

Bus Stop
Electronics Market

Bus Stop

Markets, Material Depots &
Motor Parks

Oyinbo Market

Bus Stops & Motor Parks
Market Depots
Motorways, Bridges & Cloverleafs

Bus Stop
Bus Stop

Motor Park

Bus Stop

Bus Stop

Motor Market

The Mainland Bridge

Bus Stop

Liquors Shop

Cloverleaf Economies
Diagram of the twenty-five cloverleaf markets, material
depots, and motor parks distributed throughout the metropolitan region of Lagos.
Diagram: OPSYS
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Redefine the Arteries
How we can redefine transportation infrastructure as malleable, generative, efficient synthetic systems
processing urban material and resource. The highway system can be twisted together with other systems,
such as food, energy, media, water and waste, thereby having greater strength and toughness to produce
energy and transmit energy. Through cradle to cradle lens, can transportation infrastructure be an urban
driver with multi-formed structures that can branch out and form networks of different scales to nourish
and activate cities.

Highways function as human artery to connect organs
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GROWING PRODUCTIVE CITY

SYNERGISTIC SYSTEM: LANDSCAPE AS INFRASTRUCTURE

THE PRODUCTIVE
CITY:CASES FOR
GREEN ARTERIES

RETHINK URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE
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In the twentieth century, the
systems of infrastructure is not
actually planned and designed.
Conversely, all the systems of
infrastructures were engineered.
Basic utilities and urban services
were heightened in that period.
Highly concentrating and large
scale single functional systems
structured urban fabric serving
for a series of basic, irreducible flows- fuel and food, waste
and water, mobility and energy,
media and information With the
challenges of higher demand of
materials and resources flow and
fallen apart of existing systems,
we need to rethink the role of urban infrastructure in the future.[1]

of new forms infrastructure.
Landscape may function as
infrastructure, when acting as
tissues and networks capable of
moving people and supporting
other systems. It act as a perfomative multi-functional infrastructure supporting essential
urban services, the exchange of
resources and processes.
Cities are productivity engines.
How can urban infrastructures
help enhance interactions to create productivity, providing food,
jobs and houses.

“Today, the question of process
is shifting from (architecture)
design limited process- the
short and limited province of the
discipline- to long life of a building, city or landscape overtime,
enmeshed in complex social and
cultural forms.”- Stan Allen.
We found that landscape become the medium to integrate
infrastructures with viable
programming. And it plays a essential role in the development

[1]Bélanger Pierre. (2017). Landscape as infrastructure: a base primer. Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge.
24
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RETHINK URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE
Potteries Thinkbelt(1964-66)
Cedric Price
“It will be a catalyst, encouraged in its action by
the educational side of theThinkbelt. People will
begin to demand an bigger improvement in their
socio-civic environment and the entrepreneurial
instinct will be awakened by the demand.”
-Cedric Price

Visionary Perspective Cedric Price, Potteries
Thinkbelt, 1964-66
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Potteries Thinkbelt was Cedric Price’s critique
of the traditional university system. Situated in a
decaying industrial landscape, rather than in the
usual urban or rural site, the Thinkbelt occupied
one hundred square meters of the once-vital Staffordshire Potteries.[1]

It was designed to be an infinitely extendable network, as opposed to a centralized campus, and to
create a widespread community of learning while
also promoting economic growth. The framework
for the network was a hundred-year-old railway
system no longer in use. Not only would it transport people between housing and learning areas,
but the cars themselves would become mobile
teaching units.

Cedric Price, Potteries Thinkbelt, 1964-66

Cedric Price, Potteries Thinkbelt, 1964-66

[1]Price, Cedric. “Cedric Price. Potteries Thinkbelt Project, Staffordshire, England (Perspective of Madeley Transfer Area).
1964–1966: MoMA.” The Museum of Modern Art. Accessed May 19, 2020. https://www.moma.org/collection/works/849.
28
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“Cedric Price’s proposal for the Potteries Thinkbelt
is a utopistic vision to democratize new formats of
applied higher education by leveraging mobility, flexibility, and accessibility, and to repurpose post-industrial infrastructures toward an open-ended system of
community education.”[1]
He proposed to appropriate the existing freight rail
infrastructure in England’s post-industrial area of 
North Staffordshire to create a mobile, adaptable,
and openly conceived public university for new technology education and applied research.

Perspective,Cedric Price, Potteries
Thinkbelt

The central idea of Price’s argument is that to reform education, it is necessary to solve the spatial
structure of education, rather than focusing only on
the content of education or its predecessor. Price’s
mobile, convertible campus infrastructure becomes
accessible and mobile by reusing the existing railway
system, which allows it to combine and construct
multiple forms of educational and social spaces according to needs.
Price believes that this may turn pottery into a cybernetic integrated and interactive landscape, thus
developing a new model of think tank research and
inclusive higher education that can be used by the
working class and distributed throughout the region.[1]

Perspective,Cedric Price, Potteries
Thinkbelt

I think the reshaping of urban infrastructure functions in this project is very inspiring to me. These
large urban infrastructures may have been linked
together due to certain functions originally. It is very
interesting and more thought-provoking, when the
original function is defeated, can we use its framework to do new innovations and remodeling. New
functions are glued to the ancient skeleton.

[1]Thün Geoffrey. Infra Eco Logi Urbanism: a Project for the Great Lakes Megaregion. Zürich: Park Books, 2015.
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SYNERGISTIC SYSTEM: LANDSCAPE
AS INFRASTRUCTURE
Lagos 2050: Shanty megastructures?
Olalekan Jeyifous
Context
The project is located at Lagos, Nigeria, the fastest growing city in Africa. With almost 21 million
inhabitants, the city is a complicated and chaotic
meshwork with “human resilience, commercial
enterprise and highly complex social infrastructures.” [1] It is a fast-growing mega-city where opportunities exist as well as problems like “extreme
poverty, over-crowding, failing infrastructure and
bad traffic.” [2]
And many contradictions exist in the urban environment. Lagos is expected to have much potential
for luxury goods demands. There is encouraging
demand for modern luxury development because
of the rising of middle-class. The modernize infrastructure development is a threat for poor people
for demolishing their settlement. I think the role
of infrastructure system is a catalyst to aggravate
the conflict of settlement between the rich and the
poor. Infrastructure system push the poor people
away to be more marginalized even to homeless.
I think Olalekan was thinking a new role of infrastructure that bind the rich and the poor together
providing more opportunities and mobilities.
Lagos 2050: Shanty megastructures?
Atist Olalekan Jeyifous
what Lagos, Nigeria could look like in the future
Photos of Existing Condition in Lagos

[1]“Lagos 2050: Shanty Megastructures?,” CNN (Cable News Network, July 19, 2016), https://www.cnn.com/style/article/
lagos-shanty-megastructures/index.html.
[2] YouTube. YouTube. Accessed October 28, 2019. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6xrBqrNwrA.
32
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Existing Condition of Cogest Transportation Photo
Source: Lagos 2050: Shanty megastructures?

Fundamental values and philosophies
The project is located at Lagos, Nigeria, the fastest growing city in Africa. With almost 21 million inhabitants, the city is a complicated and
chaotic meshwork with “human resilience, commercial enterprise and
highly complex social infrastructures.”
The project examines the self-organized ways usually in which impoverished spaces. And Olalekan intended to apply these ways to sustainable infrastructure to reconcile environment and social-economic
issues. [1]

[1]DISSING WEITLING architecture. Accessed October 28, 2019. http://www.dw.dk/xiamen-bicycle-skyway.
34
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Visionary Perspective
Source: Lagos 2050: Shanty
megastructures?

Inspiration
This image shows how Olalekan
Jeyifous image Lagos with colossal vertical settlements, representing marginalized communities in the future. I was inspired
by the image that a tissue combing landscape and highway infrastructure extending from indoor
architecture to outdoor spaces.
These megastructures insert into
and wind around into architectures. Infrastructure, landscape
and architecture become a more
cohesive system in this situation.
Each system seems to have more
potential to extend, join and knot
to each other.
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-Redefine the surface of infrastructure
In this vision, the surface of
infrastructure is porous and
viable different from traditional
static surfaces. The porosity of
infrastructure enables different possibilities that growing
from and filtrate through this
surface. Vertical settlements
can extrude from the surface
of infrastructure up and down.
Flexible multi-dimensional space
can be created. Different scale
of spaces can be formed through
bounding together or casting off
linear structures.
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Songzhuang is located on the outskirts of Beijing, and its distance
from the core area of Beijing has formed a new development model,
reconfiguring the traditional relationship of city, open space and farmland.

GROWING PRODUCTIVE CITY
Songzhuang Arts and Agriculture City
Sasaki
With the development of contemporary cities, a common problem
around the world is how to reuse agricultural land and resources for
urban development. With the rapid growth of China’s population and
the rapid expansion of cities, this topic has greater social, economic
and ecological significance. Our view of the relationship between cities and farms should have undergone a major shift. Sasaki provided
a revolutionary vision for Songzhuang’s master plan, that is, how to
combine urbanization and agriculture to strengthen the relationship
between people and land and create new economic opportunities.[1]

Diagram showing relationship between farmland
and infrastructure
Source: Sasaki

[1]“Songzhuang Arts and Agriculture City.” Sasaki. Accessed May 19, 2020. https://www.sasaki.com/projects/songzhuang-artsand-agriculture-city/.
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Bird’s eye view Songzhuang Development
Source: Sasaki

Inspiration

Functions Diagram of Structures Surrounding Farmland
Source: Sasaki
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I was inspired by the strategies
of developing a highly concentrating agriculture farmland as a
core, and planning communities
and amenities along the agriculture core. In this way, communities are highly interconnecting to
collect power develop industries
and share resources effectively.
The linear corridor generate
energy and efficiently distribute
energy to surrounding neighborhoods, which seems like a very
healthy nourishing net.

Farms used to locate at the periphery of the city conventionally. The plan of Songzhuang came
up with a new way of urbanism
structure, featuring “development organized around an agricultural core to each other.”[3]
It inspires me to plan highway
systems as core corridors to
structure city in a new way,
organizing different functional
clusters around them to realize
re-urbanism .
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“Maintaining current social networks and traditional agrarian lifestyles while providing access to training opportunities creates new
economic opportunities for existing residents.”[1]

“Industries such as textiles and biotech benefit from their integration
with farmland.”[1]

[1]“Songzhuang Arts and Agriculture City.” Sasaki. Accessed May 19, 2020. https://www.sasaki.com/projects/songzhuang-artsand-agriculture-city/.
42
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Inspiration
The plans of Songzhuang envisions sustainable communities
combining different programs
and industries, facilitating the
variety and diversity of productivity in Songzhuang.
The diversity of production is
reflected on different scales. In
community scale, low rise buildings combine farming, smallscale retails, and exhibition
programs serving for neighborhoods. In large scale, different
industries operate coordinately,
including textile industry and
bio-tech industry etc.
Systems of different industries
is conducive to the sustainable
development of central agriculture corridors.
Visionary Perspective of communities
Source: Sasaki
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FOR NA - DETROIT
A CASE FOR GREEN ARTERIES
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AGRARIAN RE-URBANISIM
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PORTRAIT OF DETROIT

STRATEGY & METHODOLOGY

-Geographical Location

-Shared Hub

-Natural Resource

-Production Corridor

-History Background

-Exchange Corridor

-Dilemma

-Research Corridor
-Ecological Corridor
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FRAMING CONCEPTS

– Detroit has a unique opportunity to leverage its history, built industrial infrastructure, and geographical location
to become a model of sustainable urban agriculture and a major North American center of food production and
food and energy distribution.
– Concentrating agricultural production upon and along transportation corridors can help with the economic recovery of Detroit by consolidating much needed jobs and food access points along major arteries reaching food
deserts in scattered neighborhoods surrounded by large swaths of abandoned land and empty factories.
– Concentrating agricultural production on major transportation corridors and within adjacent factories creates
efficient year-round production and distribution, while creating a new identity linked to the physical remains of,
and as important as, Detroit’s automotive past, and a new typology of “centers” and linear urban ”commons” reaching all corners of the city.
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wheat

soybean

milk

vegetables

fruits

Diverse food industries

8% FOOD
PRODUCTION

Great Lakes Region

Detroit

Central Valley

25% FOOD
PRODUCTION
15% of nation’s milk production
40% of nation’s fruits, nuts and vegetables

milk

50

nuts

vegetables

fruits
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Central Valley Agriculture

Drought Crisis

“Using fewer than 1% of U.S. farmland, the Central Valley supplies
8% of U.S. agricultural output (by value) and produces 1/4 of the Nation’s food, including 40% of the Nation’s fruits, nuts, and other table
foods.”[1]

California’s drought affects the whole country’s fruits, veggies and
nuts.

Percentage of Total U.S Production by County
10%

10%-20%
99% of all U.S.
Almonds

20%-30%

30%
91% of all U.S.
Broccoli

15% of all U.S.
Grapes

Drought Intensity
90% of all U.S.
Tomatoes

74% of all U.S.
Lettuce

15% of all U.S.
Milk Industry

Source: U.S. Drought Monitor Center

Exceptional
Drought

Extreme
Drought

Severe
Drought

Moderate
Drought

[1]California Water Science Center. “California’s Central Valley.” California’s Central Valley | USGS California Water Science
Center. Accessed May 19, 2020. https://ca.water.usgs.gov/projects/central-valley/about-central-valley.html.
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DETROIT
A NEW “BREAD
BOWL”

a major North
American center
of food production and food and
energy distribution.

My proposal is to turn the city of Detroit into a major North American center of food
production and food and energy distribution to support Central Valley.
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Geographical location

Detroit

42.3314° N, 83.0458° W

Satellite Photo of Detroit
Source: Google Image
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Detroit has very unique and convenient geographical location. It is and
important transportation hub in the great lakes region. In 19th century,
merchant use water transportation to move grain, iron and goods from
Detroit’s ports. With highway system developing in 20th century, acting as land transportation hub, Detroit is connecting to major city in
great lakes even to Canada.

LAKE SUPERIOR

OTTAWA

MINNEAPOLIS

MONTEAL

Canada

LAKE HURON

TORONTO

MISSISSAUGA

LONDON

DETROIT

CHICAGO

KALAMAZOO

MILWAUKEE

LAKE MICHIGAN

LAKE ONTORIO

LAKE ERIE

United States

Diagram of Great Lake Region Network
19TH GRAIN MOVEMENT
19TH IRON ORE MOVEMENT
ROAD NETWORK
HIGHWAY NETWORK
CONNECTING MAJOR CITY
COUNTRY BOUNDARY
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To Lake Huron

To Sault Ste. Marie

Canada

United States
94

75

To Lansing

LAKE ST... CLAIR

10

To Ann Arbor

94

When we zoom in, we can see that different directions
highway structuring Detroit like arteries. Detroit has a
great international location connecting to everywhere.
West to Ann Arbor, Southwest to Chicago, Northwest
to Lansing, East to Lake St..Clair and Lake Huron, and
connecting to Canada both North and South.

96
75

94
To Winsor

39
75

Canada
Diagram of Where Highway Extend to

94

3

AIRPOT

To Chicago
PORT
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Natural Resource

Detroit

Satellite Photo of Detroit River
Source: Google Image
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Hydrologic system of Detroit
2 mile

Land of opportunity
2 mile

creek beds wetlands

potential areas for urban intervention

rivers and historical creeks

public park
rivers and historical creeks

[1]Source: City of Detroit, Water and Sewerage Dept.
[2]Farmer Silas: The History of Detroit and Michigan
[3] “Mapping Detroit - V1-Studio.” V1. Accessed May 19, 2020. https://www.v1-studio.com/filter/usa/Mapping-Detroit.
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Natural resource also build up the foundation for food production. Great Lakes irrigtate Detroit. There are
many potential creeks underground connecting to Detroit River, and potential vacant land along them. It
can be seen that this is a fertile land with great potential.
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Existing Land Use
2 mile

Future Land Use
2 mile

Great downtown

Great downtown

Industrial
Residential

Industrial
Residential

Institutional

Low Vacancy

Green space
Highway

High Vacancy
Green Space
Highway

[1]Source: City of Detroit, Planning and Development Dept.
[2]“We Are Detroit Future City.” Detroit Future City. Accessed May 19, 2020. https://detroitfuturecity.com/.
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From current land use, we can see that Detroit is structured by highways with highly dense industrial corridor along them. There are not many green spaces in existing condition. And development is kind of loose
for now. From future land use mapping, there are many vacant lands in great potential to develop.
The city government also intends to revitalize downtown to be great in future.
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History Background

Detroit

Photo of Ford Car Company
Source: Google Image
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The Shrink of Detroit
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The 3500,000 sqft Packard Motor Co. Car Factory
The buildings comprised of administration buildings, a
powerhouse, truck shops, wood working, body making, and sheet
metal shops, and expanded to include machine shops, a forge,
foundry, and another powerhouse. A 1,843 foot long steam
tunnel was constructed to supply power, water, compressed air
and steam throughout the vast plant. Eventually, the entire
complex grew to 52.5 acres of land containing over 74 buildings,
holding about 3.5 million square feet of floor space in total, and
held the title of the largest auto plant in the country.

1701

1850

1896

the French
explorer settled.

Stroh Brewery Co.
was established.

First motor car was
invented.
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1898
Henry Ford established
Automobile Co.

1903

The Pakard Motor Car
Factory was established.
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1950

1970

1990

2010 Shrinking Motor City

1950

1955

1958

Detroit is the 4th largest City in the US
with 1.85 Million People with 296,000jobs
in manufacturing.

McDonalds was
established.

Packard Motor Co
factory closed.
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1973
The Gasoline Crises
Opens up opportunity for
smaller, fuel efficient
foreign-made cars to root
in U.S. Market.

2013

Detroit files for bankruptcy
estimated at $18-20 billion.

2019

The Pakard Motor Car
Factory collapsed.
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Dilemma

Detroit

Photo of Ford Car Company
Source: Google Image
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no data
2%-20%
20%-2%
25%-30%
30%-45%
45%+

Detroit is constantly facing the pressure of high
unemployment rate, with Michigan in a whole among
the states in high unemployment rate. In 2009, with
the aftershock of financial crisis, the unemployment
rate of Detroit reached as high as 22 percent, almost
3 times of national average. [1]With years of recovery,
the rate lowers, but the city starts to lose labor force
in general.
Detroit’s lack of an efficient public transportation
network makes things worse. The “Motor City”
encourages a car culture, with more money being
invested in building highways rather than a public
transportation system. [2] With severe poverty, people
often face difficulties and insecurities travel across
the city to get food and life necessities. People within the community also lose the connections which
should have happened in public transportations.

78

[1] “Detroit Unemployment Rate Triple The National Average.”
NPR. NPR, March 25, 2009. https://www.npr.org/templates/
story/story.php?storyId=102326093.
[2] “Anatomy of Detroit’s Decline.” The New York Times. The
New York Times, December 8, 2013. https://archive.nytimes.
com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/08/17/us/detroitdecline.html.

Demolitions and Unemployment in Detriot

Detroit’s Unemployment
Rate Is Nearly 40%
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Obesity rate
40%
27 43 46 48 55%
Obesity Rate in Detroit

Diabetes rate
14%
5 16 19 20 27%
Diabetes Rate in Detroit
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Detroit has been suffering food insecurity and hunger
for the past few years. People are having trouble to
find a grocery store and relying on public transportation to stores far away. According to Detroit food
security council’s report in 2017: 30,000 people do
not have access to a full-line grocer; 48 percent of
households are food insecure. [1] A major cause of
“food deserts” is poverty of urban population, with
high unemployment rate along with the decades of
decline in Detroit. The poverty rate was over 40 percent in 2013 and Detroit remained to be the poorest
big city in the U.S. [2]
The personal story of Neidra Dowe, a 35-year-old
mother of three, elaborates the severity of food insecurity. She said “Food stamps come on the third, and
within a week, they are gone”. She needs to arrive at
Welcome Missionary Baptist at 8am to get in line and
receive her line number, for free food distribution [3]
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Detroit became flourished since 1920s, with General
Motors, Ford and Chrysler all based in Detroit area. “ [1] Marklew, Tim. “How Detroit Got Its Nickname: Motor City.”
By 1950, the auto industry had 296,000 manufactur- Culture Trip. The Culture Trip, July 10, 2017. https://
ing jobs in Detroit, and the name Motor City was in theculturetrip.com/north-america/usa/michigan/articles/
wide use “. [1] With the “1967 Detroit Riot” and the rise how-detroit-got-its-nickname-motor-city/.
of foreign automobile industry in 1980s, the world[2] Harris, P., 2020. How Detroit, The Motor City, Turned Into A
famous manufacturing base collapsed.
“Empty factories and apartment buildings haunt the
landscape, stripped bare by scavengers. Now almost
a third of Detroit – covering a swath of land the size
of San Francisco – has been abandoned. ”[2]

Ghost Town. [online] the Guardian. Available at: <https://www.
theguardian.com/world/2009/nov/01/detroit-michiganeconomy-recession-unemployment> [Accessed 8 May 2020].
[3] Wojdyla, Ben. “The Ruins Of Detroit Industry: Five Former
Factories.” Jalopnik. Jalopnik, June 21, 2013. https://jalopnik.
com/the-ruins-of-detroit-industry-five-formerfactories-5110995.

A sad example of an abandoned factory is the Highland Park plant, which was built to meet the increas- [4] Sometimes Interesting. “Largest Abandoned Factory in the
World: The Packard Factory, Detroit.” Sometimes Interesting,
ing demand for Ford Model T in 1910 and had the
reputation of “grew up place for Ford”. “The HighlandAugust 8, 2017. https://sometimes-interesting.com/2011/08/15/
Park plant was last used in the 70’s for the productionlargest-abandoned-factory-in-the-world-the-packard-factorydetroit/.
of Ford tractors and is largely vacant currently.” [3]
The most spectacular ruins in the entire city would be
the Packard Plant, a 3.5 million square foot complex
sprawling across 35 acres, which is now the largest
abandoned factory in the world. [4]
Industrial
Low vacancy
High vacancy
Highway
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Abandoned Factories and Houses
along Highways
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They have strived for their healthy
food and jobs.
In vain.
urban farm
food store
food desert
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Proposal

My proposal is to turn the city of Detroit into a major 21st Century center of industrial-scale sustainable food production by turning existing highway infrastructure and adjacent abandoned factories and warehouses into a combination of agricultural production, energy generation, movement corridors, and new urban centers.
The idea is to create:
– greater resiliency within the North American food supply
– year-round sustainable food production for the nation
– a new economic driver for Detroit as a whole
– new education and research programs focused on the urban food-production industry
– a new means to combat high local unemployment
– a means to reconnect now scattered remaining neighborhoods within the city
– a new identity for the city
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Strategy

Initial development:
Concentrating Productive Corridors will be built in
different phases.
-Production Corridor
-Exchange Corridor
-Research Corridor
-Ecological Corridor

Synergy: With each corridor’s buildup, it will reinforce the development of others. And then develop a sharing hub with sustainable and comprehensive industries.
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EXCHANGE
CORRIDOR
RESEARCH
CORRIDOR

PRODUCTION
CORRIDOR

ECOLOGICAL
CORRIDOR

Sharing Hub

Parti Diagram
HIGHWAY ARTERIES
WATER CHANNEL
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Research Corridor

Ecological Corridor

Exchange Corridor

Exchange Corridor

Production Corridor

Sharing Hub

Plan of the Green Arteries
AIRPOT
COUNTRY BOUNDARY
WATER CHANNEL
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Production Corridor

Plan of Production Corridor
AIRPOT
COUNTRY BOUNDARY
WATER CHANNEL
POLLUTED AREA
VACANT LAND
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To Lake Huron

Canada
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To Ann Arbor
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ExchangeCenter
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Plan of Exchange Corridor
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Ecological Corridor
Agriculture Art Center

Plan of Ecological Corridor
AIRPOT
COUNTRY BOUNDARY
WATER CHANNEL
POLLUTED AREA
VACANT LAND
GREEN SPACE
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Sharing Hub

Plan of Sharing Hub
AIRPOT
WATER CHANNEL
COMPREHENSIVE INDUSTRY
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Research Corridor

Research Center
Wayne University

Plan of Research Corridor
AIRPOT
COUNTRY BOUNDARY
WATER CHANNEL-Greenway
PUBLIC SCHOOL
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1 Spur
economic growth

2 Recover
ecological environment

3 Link
Neighborhoods

4 Diversify
urban industries

PHASING
WORKING + PRODUCTIVE
LANDSCAPES

Landscapes that grow energy and food,
generate knowledge, provide jobs and spur
economy.
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ECOLOGICAL LANDSCAPES
Meadows and forests that provide habitats,
and help recover ecological environment.

COMMUNITY OPEN SPACE
Landscape for some scale food productions,
primary and middle schools , and community
social life.

URBAN OPEN SPACE
Landscape for public events and programs,
and new forms of high-tech social life.
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VISIONARY
PROPOSALS
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-Linear Sustainability
-Shared Hub
-Production Corridor
-Research Corridor
-Shared Hub
-Exchange Corridor
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Production Corridor

Packard Factory

Storage Land

Warehouse
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Production Corridor
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Research Corridor

Wayne University

Wayne University

Parking lot

Wayne University

Wayne University
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Research Corridor
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Sharing Hub

TCF Center
Wayne County
Community College

Continental Industrial
Supply

Parking Lot

Wayne County
Community College
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Sharing Hub
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Exchange Corridor
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Exchange Corridor
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REFLECTION

In this thesis I wanted to understand how an industry usually thought of at a neighborhood scale –urban farming or gardening – might operate at the scale of an entire city. At the same time, I wanted to understand the idea
of adaptive re-use at a scale beyond a building or single site, and how the addressing of local issues and supply
chains could be combined with addressing those of the region. To do this, I wanted to test these ideas at the scale
of urban infrastructure – my “green arteries.”
Detroit offered me an ideal site for experimenting with modes and scales of food production due to its shrinking population, high abandonment and high unemployment. Many cities in the Rust Belt region face the issue of
shrinking economies due to outdated technologies or the outsourcing of jobs to Mexico and Asia. Yet these cities
have robust built infrastructure and enormous potential as we look forward.
My ideas are still quite abstract. There are still many details and logistics I need to resolve at both a systems scale
and a site scale. The flexibility and adaptability of this model is still a question for me. And the small-scale development of these ideas is a still my goal.
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